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No Night School
There will Iie no clauses utter
6 Am, on Wednesday, Nov. 26, Dr.
Arthur Price, coordinator of evening programs announced yesterday. School will continue as usual
the following Monday.
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former Champs Vow
To Take Turkey Trot
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-we’ll win it again! Six in a row and we’re trying for
Aen."
Thi, %so, the challenge hurled by Neil Evans, Delta
chairman, as Tuesday’s 16th annual Tu rnear.
s
ilriov
Trot
ey
For Me past six years DU has won the relay
tri.»Ity for the best participation
ropily and the perpetual
division. Ac-+

n the Trot’s novice
ng to Evans, the DU’s have
en working out for several
re.eelcs in an all-out effort to
Other ords the championship.
anizations known to be working
it in earnest to end the DU reign
e Alpha Tau Omega, Sigma Alha Epsilon and Sigma Chi,
Several cross country runners
nit two striders from the Santa
Student donations to the
iara Youth Village were added Campus Chest drive have
for
entrants
of
list
, the growing
reached "around $600," acle event. These experienced runI’S will not compete with novice cording to Dianne Fammatre,
i.ackmen, however, but will com- drive chairman.
ic in the open division.
Since no special drive
Trot entrants will try for the events are scheduled for to..st place trophy in the open di - dayfinal day of the week-long
,,ion in addition to the first, sec- campaignthat figure is not ext and third place cups in the pected to grow much larger, she
..vice division. There is also an said.
.ward for the winning organizeThe drive looks to fall about
in the relay division and an $1900 short of its $2500 goal, but
ccard for the organization with already is more than $100 above
ne most men finishing the 3.3 last year’s total.
:le Trot course in the allotted
Donation cans will remain on
.me of 30 minutes.
campus today for individual stuThe deadline for entering has dent contributions.
.an extended until noon Monday.
"Today is the last day students
ntry blanks are available either will have to donate money to any
the Student Union, the Intra- student charity drive for the rest
,ral Office (1373i, or at the of the school year," Miss Fampha Phi Omega house at 510 metre said.
Second St.
The drive, sponsored on campus
The event is sponsored by A Phil by the Community Service Cornin conjunction with the Men’s mittee, gives funds to the United
Fund, the American Cancer Assn.,
iramural Department.
haul at the finish line to the Heart Assn., the Muscular
atulate the winners will be Dystrophy Assn., and the World
stemming Queen Marcia Day University Service.
her attendants, Kathy Eggiin, Tricia Enfield, Sue Evers,
sl Linda Janney.

Campus Chest

Last Day
To Donate

Attorney -at-Large
All applicants for the three
attornej -at-large positions must
he present at Tuesday’s Student
Court merlin g, according to
Chief Justice Jerry Alexander.
The meeting will he at 2:30 p.m.
In Atim230. Ti,,- three court officers will he named at that
time, Alexander said.

Students Get
Top Regional
Positions
Two SJS students were
elected to regional district offices at the annual International Relations Club Regional Convention held last
week at San Francisco State
College.

San Jose State College was selected regional host school for
1960.
Cecelia Stanton, international
relations major, was elected president of the central Pacific region,
which covers all the universities,
corieges and junior colleges in
Northern California and Nevada.
Karen Haynes, junior education
major, was elected regional corresponding secretary.
As host school, the college
will he the site of the next annual convention. It also will be
the regional headquarters, from
which national IRC directives anti information will he disseminated and from which service area projects will he centered.
Other students who attended the
conference were Pres Loya, local
IRC president, and Sam Wiah.
Purpose of the conference was
to reorganize the Central Pacific
Region, adopt a new constitution,
elect new officers and choose a
host college for 1960. Programming was devoted to preparation
for the national conference, to be
held April 1-4 at Harvard University.
Among the speakers at the San
Francisco conference were G. A. M.
Lewanika, member of the Luangwa parliament in Northern Rhodesia, and R. 0. Mensah, press attache to the Ghana Embassy. ConAn Indust’ iril Kt:1,01..11s Club
ference topic was "U.S. Foreign
(IRC) dinner-dance is scheduled Policy and Africa."
for tomorrow evening at 8:30 in
the main dining room of the Hawaiian Gardens, 1500 Almaden Rd.
"Over 40 students have signed
up. We expect more to sign up today, and some will just show up
at the dinner. This is a social function, not a regular business meeting," reported Thornton Bunch
educational chairman of IRC.
A combo, regularly employed by
the restaurant, will provide the
music. Coat and tie constitute appropriate attire for the men, asserted Bunch.
All industrial relations majors
as well as all club members are inRETURNING to San Franvited to attend. Sign-ups will concisco from London where he
tinue today in T11100, but stufailed in attempt to bring
dents can still attend by going diEnglish girl to California.
rectly to the Hawaiian Gardens
Aldo Bay, film actor, distomorrow night.
plays sore fingers.

IRC Dinner
Inherit’ Cast Tomorrow
Continues
Run Tonight
Inherit the Wind," the forceful
:.matization of the historical
pes "Monkey Trial," concludes
1 six-night run tonight and tonew at 8:15 p.m. in the College
1. eater.
Leading roles include Bruce
.’lady in the part of Clarence
ii.row, who ddfends teacher
E, ties, James Bertholf as William
.inings Bryan, Ciary Hamner as
I minister, Jennifer Hole as
’les girl friend, Robert Shert as Scopes, and Gene McCabe
I the reporter.
Hrected by Miss Elizabeth Loef1 the play’s scenery is designel,
E .1. Wendell Johnson, lighting by
E.. nneth Dorst, and costumes by
I., Berneice Prisk. Stage mane ii Clarence Morley.

Spring Grad
Photos Due
’tailors graduating in February
urged to make their appointionts for La Torre photographs
S soon as
possible. Judy WeY:iiiith, assistant
editor, announced
appointments may be made In
ic Student Affairs
Business Of T1116.
The emit of the picture will
he
1.50. At the time
the appointIsmi., 30 cents is to he
Nhl. The remainder
may he paid
Shen the picture
is taken. .
1’0 tu the
informal tone of
YeHrbook, Miss Weymouth
said.
.lars are requested
to dress als1 Driately:
coat and tie for men,
sweaters or blouses for worn.110e:ins and gowns.
"Sires may
see sample
the graduation section atpages
the
their picture is
taken.
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Profs Talk:
Soviet Union
’Rule of Law’

State-COP Vie at Stockton
Tonight at 8; Tigers Choice

By GREGORY IL BROWN sition in the NCAA and the Tigers the only questionable starter for
In the Soviet Union a new "rule
the Spartans. eadile, as a starter
with a 184.5 average.
San Jose State College and are sixth
of law" has replaced the "exlast week against Iowa State, drew
’ LAST TIME OUT
tremely oppressive and arbitrary College of Pacific, traditional
Emmett Lee will be opening at praise for his tremendous work on
system of terror" that operated rivals, will attempt to end
the signal-calling position for San defense and his pass catching talunder Stalin, according to Glenn
their season on a winning Jose for the last time. Lee, along ents on offense.
G. Morgan, assistant professor of
BENGALS FAVORED
note when they lock helmets with eight other seniors, will be
political science.
playing their last part for the
The three - point favoritism
How the Ithrushchey reign tonight at 8 in Pacific Memo- yellow anti gold and white.
shown the Bengals going into tometes out justice and what signifi- rial Stadium in Stockton.
Chuck Ennis, Ken MeNeece, night’s encounter is a little surThe Bengals rate three-point fa- Rich Miley, Dan Cokhico, Howard
cant changes have been made in
prising after examining the teams’
the Soviet legal system will be vorites before game time but the Poyer, Dave Hurlbut, Ron Watrecords.
answered by the professor Dec. 2, Spartans have been drilling harder son and Chuck Yeyna are the senCOP has a 4-4 record with wins
when he goes before a College Lec- this week than at any other time iors playing tonight.
over Marquette, 22-13; Hawaii,
ture audience in S142, 10:30 to for the last game of the season.
Jim Cadile, who burned his eye 6-0; Fresno State, 18-13; and Ida11:20 a.m.
BASS READY
in a home accident Wednesday, is ho, 28-13. They have fallen to ColDick Bass, the Vallejo youngA graduate of Oregon Univerorado State, 9-6; Stanford, 21-6;
sity, Professor Morgan attended ster who has re-written just about
WSU, 20-12; and Cincinnati, 21-14.
Soviet government classes at every record book at COP, will be
By comparison, the Spartans
three universities in the Washing- at full-strength for the Spartan
have a 4-5 record with wins over
ton, D.C., area from 1952-58. He game, coach Jack "Moose" Meyers
Denver, 14-13; Hawaii, 44-14;
was a member of the National Se- said yesterday. Bass has been
Fresno, 40-14; and Arizona
curity Agency at the time. The plagued throughout the season
State, 24-15. They were beaten
agency sent him to Harvard in with injuries, but as a "limited"
by WSU, 30-6; Oregon, 35-12;
1955 to further study the Soviet (second half) ball carrier this sea(Continued on Page 5)
son he has piled up 680 yards to
Union.
He completed his doctoral dis- rank fourth in the nation.
WASHINGTON (UPI) The
San Jose State and COP both
sertation on Soviet law last
spring and expects to receive a rank nationally in the passing administrator of the Federal StuPh.D. from the University of race. The Spartans, who held the dent Loan Fund said yesterday
nation’s lead earlier this season, needy students will suffer if any
Virginia next year.
out of the proSeveral current articles on So- sport a 187.8 mark for fourth po- more colleges drop
gram because of the loyalty oath
viet law, written by Mr. Morgan,
requirement.
Today is the last opportun.y for
are awaiting publication in professional journals.
John F. Morse, the administra- students to turn in applications
Revamping of the legal system,
tor in the office of education, said for offices to be contested in next
says the professor, began with
this could lead to the "destruc- month’s ASB elections.
Mrs. Dorothy King, Student UnNikita Khrushchev’s attack on
tion of a magnificent program."
ion secretary, said that students
Stalin’s methods before the 20th
Morse said in a statement that I with a 225 overall average can
(Communist) Party Congress in
Nine State students will attend
he was in sympathy with the rea- fill out applications until 4 p.m.
February, 1958.
a political conference for northSince then, the regime has ern California college and univer- sons given by some institutions for today.
Offices to be contested Dec. 10
curbed secret police power, re- sity students at Aptoe, beginning withdrawing from the program.
leased prisoners, closed some slave at noon today and ending at noon But he said he wished they had and 11 are: freshman, sophomore
"seen fit to stay in the program to and junior class president, vice
labor camps, made changes in tomorrow.
work through channels our govern- president, secretary and treasurer;
criminal law and ended much of
The conference is co-sponsored
the arbitrary "arrest during the by San Jose State College and the ment provides for the amendment sophomore, junior and senior representatives; and sophomore male
night" methods of the Stalin syss Citizenship Clearing House of the of objectionable legislation."
and female student courtjustices.
tern, Mr. Morgan says.
Northern California region. Dr.
A bill to repeal the loyalty
Petitions can be circulated startIltnton Brazil, associate professor oath requirement which has
ing Nov. 25 if a student meets the
of political science, will direct the drawn objections from many
qualifications. Posters can be put
ifleeting.
college officials was brought up
up Dec. 7, Mrs. King said.
Approximately ..40 ..students., in the Senate this year. It failed
will represent 18 campuses, Dr.
to pass, however.
"The Quiet Man," the story of Brazil saitL SJS students attendSupport for any new repeal
a prizefighter who killed a man ing the meeting will be Robert move was voiced yesterday by T.
in the ring, will be shown in Mor- flick, Mary Birmingham, RayKeith Glennan, director of the Naris Dailey Auditorium at 7:30 mond Biockie, John Emery, tional Aeronautics and Space AdWally Esier, Ron Merrill, Jean
tonight.
ministration. He said he was not
John Wayne, Maureen 0’- Peterson, Dan Scoggin and Nan- opposed to the oath but felt it
Whit’, the biggest problem in
Hera and Barry Fitzgerald star in cy Wilsford.
Among the political leaders tak- should not be a condition for ob- state college building?
the Friday Flick presented by the
taming
a
loan.
ing part in the conference will be
I "Money," said Dr. Francis J.
Senior Class.
The Student Loan Fund was set Flynn, chairman of the exec,:f
The film tells the story of Sean Clark Bradley and Bruce Allen,
Thornton, who was born in Ire- Republican assemblymen f rom up under the National Defense deans meeting being held hers.
Thirty-seven are attending the
land. lie went to Pittsburgh. where Santa Clara County. Dr. Frederic Act of 1958 to spur education in
he became a steel mill hand. After A. Weed, assistant professor of po- the space age to meet the Rus- meeting, which will continue loon
Leon.
killing a man in the ring, he went litical science at SJS, also will sian challenge. The act provides this afternoon.
The
gislature Is relucback to his birthplace to seek take part in the program, Dr. Bra- that a student applying for loans
zil said.
must swear that he does not be- tant to grant money for non -classpeace of mind
lieve in, support or belong to any room construction, Dr. Flynn, of
organization that believes in or Long Beach State College, beteaches the overthrow of the lieves
But even though no marble halls
United States government by
will be found in new .buildings,
force.
there are "no complaints" about
"This act was passed for the those
such as the Science Building,
benefit of needy students," Morse
where the meeting is being held.
said,
"not
for
the
benefit
of
inhe said.
Serving as chairman of the president of the association. stitutions "
of the convention, which
"We go round and round and ask
30th annual convention of Theme held
at Rickey’s in Palo
is to be
for what we hope for and know we
Assn.
Speech
Western
the
Alto, will be "The Challenge to
won’t get it," said another delenext weekend will he Dr. Speech in the World Today." Seagate.
Items discussed yesterday inLawrence II. Mouat, SJS pro- eral hundred speech teachers free
cluded the status of student activfessor of speech and first vice the 11 western states are expected
to attend, Professor Mouat said.
Repreesntati \ es from SJS soror- ity buildings, such as San Jose
WSA President Johnnye Akin of ities will attend a Panhellenic State’s proposed Student Union;
the University of Denver will de- meeting in the Cafeteria from 9 the status of future parking; and
the program for residences.
liver the keynote address Thurs- to 12 tomorrow morning.
day afternoon at a session honorSix members will be represented
blind to prevent the kind of acci- ing past presidents, Professor from each sorority, according to
dent in which he shot and killed Mount pointed out. The oldest liv- Dean of Women Janet Douglas.
one of his former vice presidents ing past president is Dr. Lee EmDean Betty Neeley, in charge of
As you read these
at General Motors.
erson Bassett, professor emeritus Panhellenic at the University of
where
lines, history is
Meanwhile, in Canada,
at Stanford University, he said.
California, will be keynote speakthe accident occurred Wednesday,
l’res. John T. Wahlquist will er. Her general topic will be rushbeing made. A man
II
a crown attorney said the killing be the banquet speaker at Thurs- ing. She will discuss some of its
in
L.A.
is
inventing
111
of Harry W. Anderson "looks to day’s dinner session, Professor aspects including pre-school rush
me like an accident" and "I don’t Mount added, lie will be intro- and delayed rush.
a workable substitute II
think" there will be an inquest.
duced by master of ceremonies
for
smog, a bus
EDSEL IS FLOP
Dr. Theodore Karl of Pacifie LuFord Motor theran College. Dr. Karl is first
driver in Trenton
DETROIT (UPI)
Co. publicly acknowledged yester- vice president-elect.
is giving a lady his
day that its Edgel was a failure
Other features of the convention
Certain "unknown" persons with
seat,
and a great
and would be discontinued to clear will include the reading of Kather- a "heat COP" outlook on life made
the way for a request by the Ford ine Anne Porter’s "Noon Wine" by things a little warm for San Jose
selection of polished
Foundation for permission to sell Dean Gerald Marsh of the Uni- firemen last night.
cotton pants is
two million shares of Ford stock. versity of California; a staged play
A bonfire of old furniture was
arriving at R/A.
Ford has been considering drop- reading of Sean O’Casey’s "I started in the intersection of 11th
ping Its Edsel line for some time Knock at the Door;" conducted and San Antonio Ste. at 9 p.m.,
And they’re
but the Ford Foundation request tours to the speech and hearing drawing a crowd of about 250 SJS
just 6.95!
for Federal Securities and Ex- clinic at the new Stanford Medi- rooters, two motorcycle policechange Commission (SEC) per- cal Center, the Children’s Thea- men and a fire truck.
mission to sell stock forced the tre in Palo Alto, and a tour of San
Resultthe fire went out, but
ROOS
sale.
Francisco points of interest.
not pre -game excitement

Loan Fund
Oath Refusal
Hurts Needy

Applications
Close Today

Nine To Visit

Aptos Meet

’Quiet Man’ Stars
In Tonight’s Flick

Funds Called
Building Foe

Speech Mee t Nov. 28,
Dr. Mouat Chairman

Panhellenic Meet
To Discuss Rush

world wire
RECORD PAYOFFS?
District
NEW YORK (UPI)
Attorney Frank Hogan subpoenaed
the financial record of 11 recording companies yesterday in his
investigation of the industry’s alleged practice of giving pay-offs
to disc jockeys for plugging plat..
ters.
A spokesman for Hogan said
the books of other firms would
also be supoenaed. Ilogan’s investigation of sales and "payoff" promotion practices parallels that of
the House Subcommittee on Legislative Oversight currently tinder
way in Washington.
UNBALANCED BUDGET
President
AUGUSTA (UPI)
Eisenhower’s budget director salt,
yesterday the steel strike has put
Administration hopes for a balanced budget this year in jeopardy.
Another federal deficit appears

likelydepending upon the degree
of revenue decrease between now
and next June 30,
CURTICE GRIEVES
GriefFLINT, Mich. (UPI)
stricken !ferias; It. Curtice suggested yesterday only one gun
should be permitted in a hunting

Notices Mailed;
Planning Urged
Notices urging campus groups
and departments to plan special
events for State’s first annual
Spring Alumni Week were mailed
this week by Ken Roed, executive
director of the SJS Alumni Assn.
’he alumni week is set to make
its bow May 3 in conjunction with
Founders’ Day activities.
Wisconsin Governor Gaylord
Nelson, a 1939 graduate of SJS,
will be featured speaker,
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$250 Million Egg
The Ford Motor Co. admitted yesterday
that the Edsel automobile had laid an egg
that cost it $250 million.
For all the pages of Life Magazine, for
all the feet of film shot for television, for
all radio minutes, for all the jokes cast
about the new product, for all the public
relations men and motivational research
people, the car was a flop.
Last February. the first news story on
the projected discontinuance told of the
woes of the lack of public acceptance.
And now, after just two years on the
market. its days are over.
The reasons for Edsel’s demise may be
found perhaps in high pressure sales
through mass media that caught the Amer-

Feininger’s Art
Shown at Museum
The Lionel Feininger Memorial
Exhibition of photographs is being
shown at the San Francisco Museum of Art through Dec. 6. Student admission is 25 cents.
The 34th annual exhibition of
San Francisco Women Artists also
is being shown at the museum
through Dec. 6. Miss Anna BallarIan, assistant professor of art, has
three objects on display at the exhibit.
Museum hours are noon to 10
p.m. Tuesday through Friday and
1 to 6 p.m. Saturday through Monday.

KBM
RENT A TYPEWRITER
Special Student Rate
3 MONTHS $15
KENNEDY BUSINESS MACHINES
96 E. San Fernando
CY 2-7501

TELEVISION
BUY OR RENT
100 sets to choose from
SUBSTANTIAL GUARANTEE
ON ALL SETS
No repair or service charge on rentals
First Month’s Rent Can Be
Used as Down Payment
If You Decide to Purchase
LIBERAL CREDIT TERMS

TV Rentals Co.
One block south of Sears
CY 4-3311
466 Meridian Rd.

See Russia
in 1960
Economy Student/Teacher summer
tours, American conducted, from $495.
Russia by Motorcoaeh. 17 -days
from Warsaw or Helsinki Visit rural
towns plus major cities.
Diamond Grand Tour. Russia,
Poland, Czechoslovakia, Scandinavia.
Western Europe highlights.
Collegiate Circle, Black Sea
Cruise, Russia, Poland, Crechoslo.
vakia,Scandinavia,Benelux, W. Europe.
Eastern Europe Adventure. First
time available. Bulgaria. Roumania,
Russia, Poland, Czechoslovakia, Western Europe scenic -route.
MI See your Travel Agent or write

Maupintour
400 Madison \se, New York 17, N. y.

just once too often in the pocketbook.
The price of things is up. the pocketbook, down. And next year, the big three,
Ford. Chrysler and General Motors, along
with the forerunner. American Motors, are
going whole hog to beat out the little imported cars from Europe and Asia
Perhaps the American people have had
their fill of "big car luxury at small car
economy." No longer do they believe that
they’re as well off as the advertising firm
tells them they are.
Babies and homes and cars and food and
Clothes are mighty expensive and people
are cutting down where they can. And the
big car with big tailfins is just too much
P.W.
for the customer to swallow.
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editor’s report
Jim Adams
How Much Authority for Student Court?

II I 1 1111 I I II II II

Nothing up my sleeve
I HAVE BEEN INVITED to a party that has a
good chance of turning into one of those affairs
where everyone tries to think of how many words
they can make out of THANKSGIVING, or everybody lists everyone
else’s faults (Oh, goody!), or each person is asked to think of how
many cities he knows starting with the last name of a famous president.
You’ve been to parties like that.
Orand worse yet-1t may even turn into one of those gay
gatherings at which is included somebody’s cousin who does card
tricks. I really do not mind card tricks very muchIF I am not
chosen to act as a "volunteer assistant" who must help with the trick.
The magician fellow is always cool and a complete master of the
situation. (This alienates me from the beginning and I have a sort of
petty grudge against him, secretly hoping his tricks will all fall.)
He riffles the pack a few times, looks out over the audience and
says gaily, "Yoo-hoo, I see you there; would YOU like to pick the
card?" (That is me pretending as if I do not hear him, and looking at
the wallpaper design.) But my faking does not fool him at all.
1 sins met by 4 rows of cards, 13 In each pile. Or. so I am told.
(I hold a large distrust for anyone who indulges in card tricks
either professionally or at parties and am not one to be suckered
in by just his say-so.)

Mu Phi Epsilon Presents
Lecture-Recital Monday

The San Jose alumnae chapter
of Mu Phi Epsilon, national music
sorority, will present a benefit lec"Music Around the
.ture-recital,
World," Monday night at 8 in the
social room of the Willow Glen
Stone Church.
The event, free ana open to the
public, will feature Dr. Albert L.
Faurot, music professor at Silliman
University, Dumaguete, the Philippines. He will discuss his experiences as music professor in universities in China, Japan and the
Philippines and will demonstrate
Asian music at the piano.
Mrs. Margery Alden, soprano,
will sing native folk songs she
collected whUe accompanying

juts-ID-T.299.1.P-10,./1

Old World Charm in Dining
America’s Most Beautiful Holbrau

Authentic Barvarian Food
Music Every Night

Should Student Court have more authority or not?
"PICK A CARD," he says brightly. So, with chin in hand and
Should it be able to handle such misdemeanors as bookstore thefts, wrinkle in brow, I strike a pose of intense concentration before making
drinking at football games and cheating on exams, or should this sort my selection. I am careful tb just not make any old snap decision or
of thing be left entirely to the deans?
he will get the idea I am taking the whole thing lightly.
When picking the card it is always a good practice to wait a while;
This long talked-about issue has been getting concentrated attenthis lends a certain air of drama to the selection.
tion the past few weeks as a result of Student Court reorganization.
I usually pick a card lying somewhere near the outskirts of the
The arguments break down this way:
fanned deck so those watching will know I am in no way in cahoots
Chief Justice Jerry Alexander and other student leaders say go- with this Houdini chap. (’’Ah-hah, this will ruin him!" I chuckle.)
After the card has been chosen I usually am asked to rememvernmental institutions should operate here the same way they do on
ber the number on the card and its suit, and then to show it to
the city, county and higher levels
the rest of the audience. "Put it back in the deckanywhere!" he
so students can get working exannounces, usually turning his back for effect. (I always sense that
perience in the same problems they
I am at the crucial point in his trick and feel as if I am helping
may face after graduation.
him by putting the card back at all.)
They say students should be
a
tried by their peers just as de
fendants are tried by their peers
scoop
up his cards and go through
will
THE
card-trick
man
THEN
in other courts.
some slick motions to make everybody see he is a pretty fancy cuss.
Dean Stanley Benz counters that
Some three hours and 20 minutes later he will finish his Manedthis is an educational institution.
vering, and with a grand march and string quartet finally announce
not a correctional one. In other
to the world that the card was the seven of diamonds.
words, trials may be educational
(Some magicians make this pronouncement by throwing a
for student justices but sometimes
bread knife across the room with the point piercing the card, and
strictly correctionaland degradsticking it in the wall so the girls will gasp.)
ingfor the accused.
*
*
*
This isn’t a knock-down-dragout debatethe final decision is up
to the deans anyway.
But the
deans are not being arbitrary.
They’ve met with student leaders
to talk about the thing and Dean
DEAN STANLEY BENZ
Benz recently emphasized that any
not "correctional"
decision will be based on student rights.
"The confidential nature of the cases is what we’re worried about,"
he said. He explained that many cases that come before the deans require extensive investigation into the students’ backgroundsfamily
problems, personality deficiencies, intelligence, the works.

her husband, Dr. Donald
den, SJS English
profess."’
Fulbright tcaelilaK Kr.nt
man Univenatt
)ear "
there, Mrs. Alden
’tartlet 1141
concerts and radio
Mu Phi Epsilon collects
erable number of hooks, ,,
Instruments for Sillitnan
city. Persons wishing to
ma 4
of music or
to the university may instrkee
to the lecture -recital. abrine "1
will follow the program: ’
A free-will offering
will
at the concert to benefit bet
.M1
Epsilon’s scholarship pro:,;,,
scholarship is giten ea t ’-’
e sox(
to a SJS student.

San Jose State’s FRED SOETJE
America’s greatest Rinky-Tink Piano t!,
Billie Gallagher
on the piano

Die Rhinelander
Band

arciett City

iiel6P4U

51 SO MARKET ST.

CY 7-2002
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Your eyei

can

. . . fon

only

7

lea.i

foolr for
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0.1 your Aim

CHEAP

,10

largains

CONSULT

DR. HAROLD HASKELL
OPTOMETRIST
Complete eye examinations nd optical service. E LectAeiRtEstAylTedAgilassepiroca:
contact 16661 fittiocf. Optical prescriptions filled and glasses repsoi
NO APPOINTMENT NEEDED
EASIEST CREDIT TERMS
14(n11on fids ad ...when visiting any of lb* Dr. Haskell Office
Located 3 blocks from campus. 100 S. FIRST (CORNER OF MA
SAN FERNANDO) Also-199 S. First St. (Corner of lit awl Se
Antonio.
Call CY 7-1880

BY THE TIME the magician finally gets to the point where he is
telling what the card was I picked up, I am usually so distracted by
all his folderol that most likely I have forgotten exactly what the
card was, though I faintly remember it was a red one and either a
seven or a nine.
But at this point in the evening I am a very undemanding assistant. Red and seven is good enough for me: orif he prefers --a red nine.
’

oNe

..-.1,!4s

- , -**, -

4$,..’crs,"-’4%;114.41’.":"

He said deans try to turn minor offenses into educational experiences by finding out why the student made the mistake and determining how he can prevent it in the future.
’’I doubt that students involved would appreciate our giving other
students the right to see the personal recordsand they’d have to
see some of them to make fair decisions," Dean Benz said.
*

*

*

There seems to be general agreement that deans should handle
personality problemsthe kind that require access to personal recordsbut Alexander, et al., feel this accounts for a very small percentage of misdemeanors.
They say most bookstore thefts and other minor offenses are a
simple matter of right and wrongnot emotional instability.
A primary question is publicity. It figures that if the cases are
put before public trial, the Daily is going to carry the details.
This would be in line with the philosophy that things should be
done on campus as they are anywhere else.
Of course, this is one of the things the deans are worried about.
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The Gay Life I
Bet you’ll find just about as many
Spartans there as Huskies and Indians!
*
*
*
"Can-Can" and "Dunn Yankees,"
two of the most popular musicaLs
of recent years, are being staged
In-the-round at the San Francisco
Opera Ring, 123 S. Van Ness Ave.,
San Francisco. "Can-Can is ’performed every Saturday and Sunday nights. "Damn Yankees" on
Thursdays and Fridays. Curtain
tame: 8:40 p.m.
*
*
*
On a ’’one-week -only" basis,
"Dear Liar," starring Katherine
Cornell and Brian Aherne, opens
at the Geary Nov. 30. The witty
"tour de force" will no doubt be
sold. out in no time, but mail orders are obtainable now from the
Geary.
*
*
*
And Yves Montand, the charming French song-dance-and -talk entertainer, will be at the Geary until tomorrow night at the high
prices of $3.75 to $5.40. But he’s
good!
*
*
*
What could be gayer than the
Stanford "(tattles of I959?" Twenty-four original musical numbers
and 30 decorative scenes plus costumes designed by Edith Head of
Paramount Studios, make this production a sure-fire hit. Tonight’s
the final performance at 9. Tickets
on sale at the box office.
*
*
*
Care to be Outside at the Inside?
No, I’m not talking in circles. I’m
talking about the Troupe Theater
aight at 8:15.
which is presenting "Don’t Look
*
*
*
The Big, Big Game Is tomorrOw Now" dt the Outside at the Inside.
642 High Street in Palo Alto. ForIt 1:30 p.m. in the Stanford Sta- mer SJS
student Tom Winston
jam (AIL yes, I remember it well).
plays Mr. Worthcraft in the ori_ . ...
ginal production . . . watch for
him! Reservations at DAvenport
KEROSENE CLUB
1-4220.
365 E. Julian
ittANNE OSMAN
season is upon usa
The holiday days of studying -weekend, three mad, gay, carefree
sad then four
to go and what to do?
days. Where
See below:
Jose Symphony
Tonight the SanCivic Auditorium
the
will debut atown SJS College Sym.
Our
at 8:30.
will make its
posy Orchestra also
Tuesday nights
tow Monday and
Concert Hall. The
bi the campus
programs begin
college symphonic
at 8:15.
*
*
*
speaking (4 symphony music, the
Orchessaa Francisco Symphony Wednestra begins its 48th seasonMemorial
the War
day, Dec. 2, atUnder the direction
opera House.
Junta, symphonic proof Enrique given every WednesgrarliS will he
through
day. Thursday and Friday
gay 27.
*
*
*
progressive Jazz
A three-hour presented at the
onion will be
Temple in San Jose
$coltish Rite
tomorrow night. Frank Leal and
combo, formerly with
is five -piece
chambers Jazz Sextet, will be
featured.
Bids are 50 cents a person and
fie jazzy jam session begins at 9.
*
*
*
Shharam, unusual Hindu dancer. will offer a program of Classic
a commentary
Indian dances, with
of Asian
NI them, at the Academy
Studies, 2030 Broadway, in San
Francisco. The interpretive performance will be given tomorrow

presents
lfled glows a
cplasses aaaiad
AT ALL PRICE!
shell Office’
R CF 151 Ail
t lit and Sa

Dancing Nightly
with

AL BUCKLEY TRIO ,
and

THREE CLEFS
Folk Singing Nightly
Dinners $1.50
--_43....

GRANDMA’S MUMPS
LIBERAL, Kan. (UPI)An 80year-old grandmother who attended her granddaughter’s wedding
came down with the mumps shortly after kissing the bride.
Mumps is a rarity in persons
over 60 years old. But Mrs. C. M.
Bright got a full-blown case of
the disease.

TICO’S TACOS
Tamales
Spanish Rice
Enchiladas
Mexican Hot Dog
BB9 Tacos
Ranchburgers
Try Cur Special Co mbination Plate
59c

TKO’S TACOS
4th & St. James

87 Members Strong

Friday, November

Editorial Caused
’Deepened Wounds’

SJS SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA TO PERFORMThe Symphony
Orchestra will present its first concert of the season Monday and
Tuesday nights at 8:15 in Concert Hall under the baton of Dr.
W. Gibson Walters. Guest soloists will be soprano Glenda Parker
and baritone Manuel Patterakis.
__
. _
_
_

Symphony Orchestra Opens
Season Monday, Tuesday
By PHYLLIS MACKALL
Art arid Music Editor
The first Symphony Orchestra
concert of the season will be presented Monday and Tuesday evenings at 8:15 in Concert Hall,
The 87-member symphony orchestra "is one of the largest we
have had in recent years," said its
director, Dr. W. Gibson Walters,
professor of music. As a student
body organization, open to all students, it also is one of the largest
non-social student body organizations on campus.
The program’s Monday and
Tuesday nights mill open with
Bach’s "Brandenburg Concerto
No. 3 in G Major," and Schubert’s "Unfinished" Symphony,
the "Symphony No. 8 in B Minor."

Armed Forces in Germany, he was
in charge of the Post Chorus and
was director of the Chapel. Choir.
He returned to college in 1958 and
studies with Edwin C. Dunning, instructor In music.
Patterakis is a member of the
a cappella choir, Choraliers, Metronomes Quartette, and Opera
Workshop. He sang the role of
Count Almaviva in last year’s
"Marriage of Figaro," and also will
sing one of the leading roles in
this year’s opera, "La Boheme."
Tile orchestra will present three
major concerts this season in addition to the Christmas concert
Dec. 13 at 3 p.m. in Concert Hall.
The group also will part icipate in
"La It. lierne."

teal)].

all

’1.0

The very headline of your editorial, "Who’s Discriminating?
Us?" was a very disturbing element. Your usage of the pronoun
"us" was not clear; to whom were
you referring?
Were you addressing and referring to the student body? If so,
you have implied that I and other
members of minority groups "do
not belong," and are not what YOU
MIGHT refer to as "one of us."
Was It your intention, Mr. Adams, to maise this inference?
Am I not supposed to he reading your editorials? Don’t you
consider me as a fellow Spartan?
All this brings tip an important

point.

Can paper constitution.
about racial harmony and
acceptance while subtle prejudice -

bring

;is.
ia.er-

looked the important point In haymg discriminaing clauses removed
from fraternity constitutions. It is
true that the removal of such
clauses would not stop discrimination, but it would afford the fraternities an opportunity to practice
non-discrimination.
I am sure there are individual
chapters that would like nothing
better than to be free to accept
new members without regard to
race, religion or color.
MALCOLM SHROYER
A Sii 0830

The people would not have unjustly criticized the officers in
goods an "American" fashion.
England and Canada seem to
feel that their pollee officers
should be given encouragement
and aid whenever the opportun
ity arises.
Let’s not keep good men from en-

Open at 4 p.m,
Pizza with a "Personality"
HOUSE OF PIZZA
395 Almaden Are.
CY 7-9908

tering the police service by continually displaying our dislike and
criticism for the police.
KEITH MOLLOH

GENERAL AUTO REPAIR
SPECIALTY

ASK 5031

Near

A &M Auto Repair
Hydramatic

Powerglide

student rates456 E See Salvador
CY 5-4247

OAIwo 01 ore

t oftlingi

ENHERIT THE WIND
"-A drama lo itir de hioodCOLLEGE THEATER
Box Office open ... 1-5 p.m. daily
AcImiHon $1.00
SJS STUDENTS 50 cents
November 20 and 21, ... at 8:15 p.m.

FREE...
THE VERY POPULAR

HERM WYATT
Tonight
SINGS FOLK, SPIRITUALS, CALYPSO

No Jazz Saturday
FREE ...
NO COVER .NO MINIMUM.

Don and Dan offer Chess, Cte
refreshments, and conversation. i,
to us, bring a date.
OPEN

until

2 a.m. on Weekends and 12

Tte #taque
484 E.

NO FOOLING
Hi-Fi, Radio, e.T.’’,g
a don’t want tci talk

San Carlos

pro.

Weekdays

Coffee /Mae

between 10th and 11th

CY

5-9686

WARDIZoir
IjkaLEm?
REMOVAL SALE

INCVI. LSE

It,
Just before World V.
eighth-grade educati,,i
that most Americans
Today. the national mei::
the adult potadati.as bas rise-ti
nearly 11 years

WATER

hey!
jou like dry humor?
try

Rainy Daisies

a,

Authoritative Values in Traditional Clothes
FOR MEN
The following includes current merchandise exclusively.
Substantially reduced to permit our moving to new and
larger quarters.
reduced 10 39" 49" 59"
342 Men’s suits
19" 27" 32"
237 Men’s blazers & sport coats
reduced ’o 675 8" 12"
428 Pair men’s slacks
’0 2" 3" 475 5"
620 Men’s sport and dress shirts
reduced to

Our Entire

Stock of the

following classifications have been reduced 20e or more ...

SWEATERS, JACKETS, HATS, TIES, JEWELRY,
HOSIERY, UNDERWEAR, COTTON PANTS. VESTS, CAPS

L.S. Rubbers smi.xhilig ss ay to sta.!) your cash
high and dry! Boots to get you talked about ...
trim and slim of toe, yet they pop atop your
flats in seconds flat. For fog, smog, drizzle
e’mon, we know it rains in California!)
...at your favorite campus bootery.

United States Rubber

However, the peculiar viewpoint you took on this matter,
Mr. Adams, tends only to deepen
the wounds of racial
standing.

EDITOR: May 1 speak, not to

.

cas.

HALF HOUR LAUNDROMAT
Wash the easy way and save!
DRY 10c
WASH 20c

.fik for Rainy Dailies
..S. Gayteesit de.sigried just fear you

EDITOR: In his
day. Nov. 12, Dave

justify the action in the controversial police display, hut in disfavor of constant criticism of the
police school students and police officers in general?
It is interesting to note that had
this happened in Canada or England, 900 persons would have rushed out of the stands to help the
"Mounties" or "Constables" usher
the individuals from the stadium,
regardless of the reasons.

It opens our eyes to the fact
that small minority groups which
feel the stigma of exclusion from
many desirable activities have, in
’ defense, organized their own activities which in themselves are even
more discriminatory in nature.
However, to promote brotherhood
and greater understanding among
all groups on campus, I am sure
that Spartan Chi (of which I am
not a member, will re-examine its
leadership and join the fraternal
organizations in cleaning up its
constitution and by-laws and will
accomplish what is trIready a fact:
acceptance of all applicants with’,lit much ado about the usual line
’if race, religion, etc.

The two colle!..;es still are
after their first game
Probably no one of the ’98 lean

COIN OPERATED SOFT

Jib

TERRY WONG
ASH 4483

members.

61 years

EDUCATION

’Free’ To Accept
If Clauses Removed

are ,

Things Are Different
In England, Canada

Football Rgvalry With COP
Began Way Back in 1898

for the regular
victory.

ItLi

on Nov. 16. It certainly point,
hat "white Christians" are not tl.
,,nly groups on our campus that
discriminate in their choice of

After an intermission, the pis.gram will resume with "tin Bel
Vedremo," an aria from Puccini s
"Madame Butterfly." The aria will
be sung by soprano Glenda Parker,
members is still alive, but that
By ROBERT 1.1)11.011
a senior music major.
Nemico Della Ptatria?", an aria
San Jose State and Col’- team began, on a muddy afternoon
from Giordano’s "Andrea Chenier," contrary to sports writers’ one October. one of the longes’
football rivalries in the west.
then will be sung by baritone MaPlaYffig
During the ’20s and ’30s. the
Ili"’
nuel Patterakis, also a senior mu- I
around since I 898.
, big game was almost secondat,
sic major.
Then the schools were to the special train ride to (’OP.
MISS Parker and Mr. Patter,
known
as- the State Normal ’ The train p tiled up to the Fourth
skis will sing the duet "Pagagestreet entrance to the collee,
’’cliossl
and
the Unis ersitv
na, Papageno" from Mozart’s
.
.
tracks were there until the lati
seae
c
,
"Magic’ Flute."
’30si and as many as 1500 student,
Clara.
Santa
a
muddy
stretch
in
The program will end with Siwould embark for the long trip I.,
belius’ well-known tone poem "Fin- That first game was played on Stockton. A couple
bageither Oct. 12 or 11 1The San Jose gage cars
landia."
offorrdancing.
mdancing.
wereiiseci
Miss Parker and Mr. Patterakis Mercury and the college’s Pennant
And that victory bell began re,.
won their positions as guest solo- disagree’, and San Jose won 18-0. 00 long ago as a "big game" tr,ists last spring in an annual wail"Through some lack of halt:- ply: I ei% ’,ea the two sot-viols
tion,
resent shown by the 111a11,1;
Miss Parker attended Modesto the COP scribe wrote in
Junior College until entering SJS 111,rettry, "he agreed to leav,in 1958. Since that time she has out several of the regular
been studying under the direction players, for which
substiof Miss Maurine Thompson, asso- tuted almost entirely new pito ciate professor of music.
ers. This of course gave the Nortonl team, which is a good mat, ts
Miss Parker is a member of

Pocket Boot

ew

and air, of
saintly at work?

EDITOR: 1 hank
for your rather startling e

Mr. Patterakis, a graduate of
Modesto Junior College. attended
SJS one semester in 1956 prior to
entering the service. During that
sente,ter he was soloist with the
( ;!ee Club. While in
Me.,

.22.93

SPARTAN DAILYS

thrust and parry

the a eappella choir, the ChoraHers and the Opera Workshop,
Last Year She appeared a. Chointhino In "The Marriage of Figaro": this year she will appear In
one of the leading roles of "La
Roheme."
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What’s Doin’
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Marilyn leutsch is candidate for
SORORITIES
Carnation Girl of Delta Sigma Phi.
ZETA
The Rev. James Barge, Congre- SIGMA KAPPA
As a Big-Little Sister project,
gational minister, led a discussion
the ladies of Sigma Kappa aton the topic -Does Belief in God
matinee showing of
Make Any Difference?’ at Monday tended the
"Porgy and Bess" at the Coronet
night’s meeting at the Delta Zeta
Theater in San Francisco. on
house.
Veterans Day. Dinner was held
Vieing for the title of Carnation
in the Tonga Room of the FairGirl is Mary Lou Willette.
New pledge received during open mont Hotel.
Lois Ethington and Sharon Serush is Barbara Wark.
verson are contestants in the
GAMMA PHI BETA
Kappa Moonlight Girl
WedLesday the pledges woke the Phi Sigma
eontest. Arlene Werner will reGamma Phi Beta actives at 5 a.m.
present the SK’s in the Delta
and took them on a sneak to the
Phi Carnation Girl eonhome of Marilyn Pryor, in Palo Sigma
Upsilon fraternity
Alto. Coffee and doughnuts were test. Delta
and Sigma Kappa held an exserved.
New pledges are Celia Hampton, change Wednesday.
Carol Quinney, lone Knight, MariFRATERNITIES
lyn Duggan and Lee Isaat.
DELTA SIGMA PHI
Selection of the Delta Sigma Phi
KAPPA ALPHA THETA
Tuesday the ladles of Kappa Carnation Girl got under way this
Alpha Theta will hold an ex- week with a dinner activity at the
change with Phi Sigma Kappa house Wednesday. Vieing for the
fraternity. Gayle Itelnegger has title are Nancy Reesink, Alpha Chi
been selected as candidate for Omega; Pat Hawkins, Alpha OmiDelta Sigma Phi Carnation Girl. cron Pi; Jill Reichard, Alpha Phi;
Kathy Thuruw, Chi Omega; Carol
KAPPA DELTA
Veterans Day was "sneak" day Gordon. Delta Gamma; Mary Lou
for kappa Delta pledges. Actives Willette, Delta Zeta; Judy Schrock,
were aroused at 7 a.m, and taken Gamma Phi Beta; Gail Reinegger,
to the home of Judy Harrison in Kappa Alpha Theta; Laurie MasMountain View for a breakfast trofini, Kappa Kappa Gamma; Marilyn Seutsch, Kappa Delta; Lone
sneak.
Actives were requested to per- Mourterot, Phi Mu; and Arlene
form various skits for the pleasure Warner. Sigma Kappa.
Dec. 11 a dance will be held in
of the pledges. The first skit almost resulted in a "fast one" on their honor; final selection will be
the pledges. Forming a conga line, made Jan. 9 at the Carnation Ball
the actives danced right out the to be held at the Village in San
door.
The fully-clothed pledges Francisco.
Tonight the brothers and dates
were faster than the pajama-clad
actives, however, so the actives will leave San Jose, caravan style,
were soon rounded up and return- for the COP-SJS game. A dance
is scheduled after the game.
ed to the house.
Guests of honor at the sneak DELTA UPSILON
Tonight the 5.15 Delta Upsnon
were Mrs. Geraldine Stuparich.
province president, and KD house- fraternity will meet with the
COP brother fraternity in Stockmother, Mrs. Hendricks,
New ED pledges are Marilyn ton to attend the game. Men
Feutsch and Jeannette "Jo" Drews. staying overnight will be housed
at the homes of Mr. and Mrs.
Heisinger and Jim Schmeidt.
Last Wednesday the ladies of
Sigma Kappa and the DU men
’
For Fun and Health
met for an exchange.
Bicycles for Rent
1435 The Alameda - CY 3-9766 LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
Inaugurating a new tradition for
1435 The Alameda CY3-9766 SJS the Lambda Chi Alpha frater-

DELTA

13AULS CYCLES

The

Best Mexican Food

MEXICAN DINNER
Soup or Sa!ad, Stuffed Pepper,
Rice, Beans, Coffic and Dessert

sl"

EL CHARRO CAFE
799 S. First
10 p.m.

CY 3-9779

By JUDY BROX% \

There is only one football weekend left, and now that the air is
getting colder, there will be plenty
of excuses for new fall clothes.
This time the men are the center
of the fashion scene.
Knit shirts are the best news
for men’s casual wear this winter.
They have all the detail that can
be found in the best oxford sport
shirtthey don’t take up much
drawer space, either. They hold
their lines best if folded.

after a hard day of sightseeing in London, these Miss
World contestants form a pretty circle. From left: Kirsten Olsen, Miss Denmark:
Helga Knofel, Miss Austria; Yvonne Kelly, Miss Uruguay; Loretta Powell, Miss USA;
Margit Jaatinen, Miss Finland, and Sigurborg Sveinsdottir, Miss Iceland.
RESTING TIRED TOOTSIES

nity pledge class is in the process
of selecting a pledge class Sweetheart. Women are being chosen
from the pledge classes of each sorority.

Crew or boat neck sweaters
wor n with patterned oxford
shirts are turning up for many
occasions. The favorite V-neck
still is with us but this year
there has been a change made
with a coordinated foulard insert
in it. The insert gives the effect
of a shirt worn underneath.

Love in Bloom
l’INNINGS

Competing for the crown are

Gail Sheehan, Alpha Phi; DeeDee
sophomore accounting major, recently
WENDY COTTON,
Buccera, Alpha Chi Omega; Judy told friends of her being pinned to DENNIS M. CORRIGAN, a Phi
Mills, Alpha Omicron Pi; Sandy Kappa Tau at the University of Idaho. Corrigan is a junior and is maHarris, Chi Omega; Gretchen Eck- joring in languages.
er, Delta Gamma; Mary Lollier,
’Kappa Delta NANCY BRAY surprised her sorority sisters recently
Delta Zeta; Sue Paslaqua, Gamma
when she Passed the traditional candle to announce her pinning to
Phi Beta; Karen Murdock, Kappa
AL HAYFIELD, a member of Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity. The couple
Delta; Carleen Warren, Kappa
were serenaded Monday night at the Kappa Delta house. The serenade
Kappa Gamma; Gail Reinegger,
was followed by a short coffee hour.
Kappa Alpha Theta; Dotti Ilanisch, Phi Mu; and Ellen Crosetti,
ENGAGEMENTS
Sigma Kappa. The winner will be
CHUCK GARABEDIAN, who hails from Fresno, gave an engageannounced at the annual LCA
Christmas Dance at Adobe Creek ment ring to BARBARA KAYAJANIAN, from Reedley. Miss Kayajanian was graduated from SJS last June and is teaching in Jefferson
Lodge on Dec. 12.
Pledge officers this semester are Union School District. A July wedding is being planned.
John Duignan, president; Bill Kelly, vice president; Bud Haldeman,
secretary; Rich Fambrini, treasurer; Woody Longson, social chairman. New pledges are Jim Raymond, Tom Speegle and John Machi.
The Lambda Chi Alphas and
dates will leave for Stockton this
afternoon on a bus chartered by
the fraternity.

San Jose

Closed Wed.
Sdtt

For the man who
can’t press
after every meal
These DICKIES flap-pocket Ivy
slacks take minimum care
because they’re real Wash and
Wear. Your exact size assured
with the exclusive Dickies
"no sew" waistband let-out.

GRIFFIN, a 1957 business graduate of SJS. Griffin, a member of Tau

Next week, Theta Xi fraternity
will begin its annual search for
their Cinderella. Members will visit
each sorority during Monday and
Tuesday evenings with a "glass
slipper" in order to find the girls
whose feet fit the slipper. Only one
contestant from each sorority will
be chosen.
Contestants and members will
meet on Dec. 1 for a mdfee hoqr

Mon., and Thurs., fil 9

or

COMFORT
CONVENIENCE
FRIENDLY SERVICE
MODERATE RATES
cfprest 4-9404
FIRE ,EROOF ’CONSTRUCI.ON
TELEVISION ..ITANOUET ROOI.
COFFEE SI100.
ROUNTR0.

San Jose, Califolnic

at the Shadow Brook Lodge in
Capitola. At midnight, the contestants will choose from 12 identically
wrapped boxes.
The girl who picks the box containing the glass slipper will be
(’inderella. The two selecting boxes
containing black slippers will be
attendants.
The remaining girls
will receive party favors from the
frit emit y

A

column of incidental intelhgence
by JeCkeil brand

"APPLE OF THE EYE"
For this overworked phrase,
we must turn to the world’s
richest source of quotations
the Bible. Specifically,
the Old Testament,
Deuteronomy, XXXII, 10:
’Ho kept him as the app/e
of his eye. "ALL IS NOT GOLD"
Seems like everybody had a cry,. c.
of homely philosophy, but the
to be Geoffrey Chaucer, in -The H. ,-e of
Fame’, Book I:
H yt is nor all gold that glareth’’
"COUNT 10..."
Was there any limit to the talents of Thomas
Jefferson? Statesman, scientist, arrto,t-heeso
authored this admonition:
"When angry, count ten before you speak;
if very angry, o hundred...

%/agile/

T-Shirts

The most respected, creative name in underwear is Jockey
brand. It stands to reason, then. that Jockey brand T.shirts
are unmatched for quality as well as styling Y. ran
choose from standard crew neck T-shirt. "toper -tee sturt,
sleeveless Ishirt, and V-neck T-shirt models Every man
needs a drawer full of T-shirtsand the label to look for
is Jockey brand. Let it guide you to the world’s finest
underwear,
fashioned by the house at

15 YEARS YOUR OFFICIAL PHOTOGRAPHER FOR
Homecoming Queen
Dream Girl
Soph Dal
and al Fraternity and Sorority eventsSpecializing
in graduation and placement photos. Proofs shown
and guaranteed.
{No Appc,ktment Flece;sar y)

Vacation Trailar Rentals
Auto end Towing Service
Brake Service
Batteries
Tansies

41 NORTH FIRST ST.

CYpress 2.8960

Cs -J

ACROSS FROM CAMPUS
4TH and SAN FERNANDO

Day

Miss

CoPtiets:41
#011vecod ctudio

BREHM BROS.
Open

Phone CH 3-6111

Cinderella Search To Start Monday

LUBRICATION
$1.50
CAR STORAGE-Monthly Rates
NITE PARKING
$7
6 p.m. to 8 a.m.
Day and Nit.
$10

San Jose

Special Rafe < for
Married Students

Hatch claims Palo Alto as her hometown.

CRANBERRIES OKAYED
WASHINGTON (HMI
The
government yesterday approved an
emergency testing and labelling
program designed to put "a great
many" cranberries certified as safe
on grocery shelves for Thanksgiving

A

Pay as you Drivi

who sem,

PATTIE HATCH, junior elementary education major, recently

THETA XI
The Theta Xi pledge class took
three actives on their sneak last
weekend. The ladies of Delta Zeta
serenaded the fraternity in return
for a few borrowed trophies taken
from the sorority house recently. A
coffee hour at the fraternity house
followed,’
Tonight the Theta Xi men have
scheduled two busses for the COP.
SJS game in Stockton. After the
game members and dates will meet
at Wareham Seaman’s home for i!
party.

B

A-1 Auto Insurano

MONTGOMERY HOTEL

told her Gamma Phi Beta sorority sisters of her being engaged to DON

STUDENT
SPECIALS

Bull sessions, class or heavy date

Smothers is a member of
thei
pular Smothers Brothers
Trio.1
couple will make their
hum/
San Jose.

South First St. at San Antonio

as a digital computer programmer. She hails from Tracy.

in Visalia.

Dick Smothers elairmid
Lu
Miller as his bride it)
an ort
ceremony held in Salinas.
M.1
Mrs. Smothers is a junior
at S
and a member of Kappa Dot,
rority.

From $4.50 to $7.00
Crirein Garage
FREE OVERNIGHT PARKING
talph G Caldwell, Maribor

FRANK DODGE, sophomore accounting major, from Palo Alto,
will claim JUDY SHAFER in marriage in an August wedding. Miss
Shafer, who graduated from Stanford in 1958, is employed at Lockheed

SIGMA PHI EPSILON
The Sigma Phi Epsilon men
and dates will travel to Stockton
tonight for the COP-SJS_game,
on two chartered busses. Before
the game a spaghetti feed will
be served at the fraternity house.
After the game, the group will
meet with the Rho Lambda Phi
house at COP for an exchange
party.

119 S. First,

for

LOIS MORROW, SK senior education major from Fortuna, told
her sorority sisters of her being engaged to TOMAS G. HENDERSON,
Ensign, in the U.S. Navy, who graduated from Annapolis last June.
Henderson is from Eureka. Dec. 27 is the date set for the wedding.

Delta Phi honorary, is working in insurance work

Dick Smothers,
Linda Miller Wed

SAN JOSE’S POPULAR
DOWNTOWN HOTEL

VONNIE WILLIG, S.I% senior nursing major, from San Jose, is
wearing a ring given her by JIM ESTES, an electrician and mathematics major at San Jose City College. Estes, who served four years in
the Army, hails from Buckeye, Ariz, Miss Wiljig is a member of Sigma
Kappa sorority. The engagement was announced at the SK pledge
dance Saturday night.

SIGMA NU
Officers for the pledge class this
semester are Ted Carter, president; Dick Clarke, vice president;
Tom Perong, secretary; Ed Kleeberger, treasurer; Bill Dally, sergeant-at -arms: and Bob Freidman,
social chairman.
The pledges are having an ice
skating party exchange with the
Kappa Kappa Gamma pledges Sunday at Sutros Ice Rink in San
Francisco.

For men who
nity affiliations s.
both shorts a.
available impriii;
national fraterna

Shetlands, the shaggier the better, are good news this season. Camel color, which goes with everything, is especially popular.
A few good-looking sport jackets
are needed to round out the wardrobe. The brass buttoned blazer is
the single most popular jacket
style across the country. Colors
vary with navy being tops and olive
and stripe following.

PI KAPPA ALPHA
CHERYL BAXMAN was presented her engagement ring with a
The brothers and their dates bouquet of red roses last weekend by her fiance JOHN SIMMERLEY,
have chartered a bus for tonight’s from Laytonville. Miss Baxman is a junior business major from Fort
COP-SJS game.
Bragg. Wedding plans are indefinite.

North of the Border

Open 11 a.m.

Masculine Sets
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Smart Fall Fashions
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Splashers
Seek No. 9
In Tourney

*
*
*
FINAL IFC STANDINGS
Won Lost Tied
TEAM
9
0
2
20
Chi
Theta
2
1
18
Sigma Alpha Epsilon 8
The San Jose State water polo
3
0
16
Alpha %LI Omega 8
0
3
16 team will be in quest of their ninth
B
Delta Sigma Phi
1
7
3
15 straight state championship this
Phi Sigma Kappa
5
2
3
13 weekend in Long Beach.
Sigma Chi .
During eight previous years of
5
6
0
10
Pi Kappa Alpha
4
6
9 the State College championships,
Delta Upsilon
0
9
6 none of the other institutions have
Lambda Chi Alpha 3
1
2
8
6 been able to upset the SJS appleSigma Phi Epsilon
1
10
0
2 cart.
Sigma Na
The main opppsition this year
1
10
0
2
Theta Xi
will come from the host team,
Long Beach State. They have
piled up an enviable record thus’
far in defeating NCAA power
niversity of Southern California twice and the strong CaliGAY THEATER
fornia Bears once.
- In Color Only one letterman was lost
"Don’t Give Up The Ship"
from last year’s runner-up team.
Jerry Lewis ... plus
On the other hand, San Jose has
"ASK AKf GIRL"
lost six of the first seven men,
Shirley Mac Lamm"
David Niven
Roger Scaife being the only reSundaySoturday
turning first stringer.
SJS finished the season with a
10 won and seven lost record. This
hardly compares with last season’s
Fnrn Festival Hits
team which piled up a long win
"HEROES AND SINNERS"
string only to lose a tight game
Jccaons
MO,:e F0114
plus ...Angnns Laurent, Gil Vidal in near the end of the season.
Mike Bozzo is the strong man
"SINS OF YOUTH"
of the team. From his center forusual student reduction
ward position he has accounted for
39 scores. Coach McCandless considers Bozzo to have the strongest
MAYFAIR
arm in Northern California water
polo circles.

choie SLATE

TOWNE

HELD OVER!!
"SOUTH
PACIFIC"

SPARTAN DRIVE-IN
Exclusive -.First Drive-In Showing
"ROOM AT THE TOP"
Lawrence Harvey Simone Signoret
In a most talked -about movie concerned with a man’s lust fnr ..-ess.
also "BUT NOT FOR ME"
Clark G5l n

Stereophonic ... Color
12 Speakers
Rcssa^o Biessi
Mihi Ger,
John Kerr

EL RANCHO
Drive-in

PLUS
First time with added attraction

"BEST OF EVERYTHING"
Hope Lenge
"BLUE ANGEL"
May Britt
Curt Jurgens

"The Red Balloon"
HURRY . .. ENDS SAT.

r)
to

a tradition at

Team
§JS -COP
Mich, St. -Miami
Stanford-Cal
Penn St. -Pitt
USC-UCI.A
Wis.-Minn.
Okla. -Iowa St.
Iowa-ND
Ore. -Ore. St.
Wash. -Wash. St.
49ers-Colts

HOLD THAT TIGER-Dick Bass, the COP ’Figem’ top running threat and leader of just about
everything last year, finds daylight for one of

LAST YEAR’S TILT
The Bengals set a new stadium
record when they rolled up 486
- -

Booter Squad
Closes Loop
Julie :Menendez’, soccer team
closes out a mediocre season tomorrow morning at 11 when they
travel to the San Francisco State
campus to battle the Gaters.
The Spartans own a record of
three wins and three losses.
*
*
*
Entry blanks for the All-College
tennis tournament are available at
the Men’s P.E. Office and in Barracks 73. The tourney is scheduled
for Dec. 2.
*
*
*
The time is drawing near for
the 23rd annual novice boxing
tournament. Dec. 9-11 are the days
when the independent and Greek
teams will vie for the honors of
the top teams and top individual
performances.

yards against the Spartans in their
28-13 win last year. The Tigers
ate up huge chunks of yardage
around the Spartans weak side
end, time and time again.
Bass set a new Tiger record for
a back when he romped for 226
yards to top his prelous total
earlier in the year of 215 against
Rose Bowl representative California.
WARM WEATHER
The Spartans, returning to
warm weather and good solid turf,
should find the going much easier
than in their last three outings
against some of the better teams
in the nation defensively,
The Spartans have tried to
"out-score" opponents most of the
year instead of trying to "out -defense" them, with little success,
They have given a total of 255
points, while racking up 180.
The Bengals, a little more de
fensive conscious, have altos% ed
only 110 points in eight games
for a little over 13 points a game.
The Tigers have shown that they
are no whirlwind on offense pointwise, however, as they have totaled just 114 fel- the scrar
-

,
1
1
1
1

(68-17.1
Brown
I 535

Wisconsin
Oklahoma
Iowa
Oregon
Wash,
Colts

Mich, St.
North,
(’al
Penn St.
l’SC
Minnesota
Iowa St.
Iowa
tiregon
Wash.
l!,ers

118-11)
White
COP
Mich, St.
North.
Stanford
renn St.
l’SC
Wisconsin
Oklahoma
iowa
Oregon
Wash.
(’’Its

At Baltimore

San Francisco’s 49ers will at tempt to over-rule the odds makers
when they journey from Chicago
to Baltimore Sunday to meet the
second place Colts in a game that
could decide the Western Division
championship.
Coach Red Hickey’s cohorts
dropped a 14-3 game to the Bears
last week, a game in which the
smashing 49er ground game came
to a staggering halt. The Bears intercepted five 49er passes, blocked
one kick and recovered one fumble
to completely throttle the Bay Area
eleven’s bid for a victory.
The Colts are seven and one-half
point choices over the western division leaders and the Colts appear
real anxious to bomb the 49ers this
week according to all reports.
Hickey Al ill believes his team can
snap out of its luck-luster showing
of last week and regain its poise.
The 49ers still sport the best mark
in the point defense department,
giving up but 10’.? points. The Colts
tooth: over the total offense lead
from the Los Angeles Rams last
week in a dazzling offensive ttt,w

GROWLER: Feeling poorly’ eh?
MAX: Don’t be so damned happy, you half ape!
GROWLER: I’m sorry.
MAX: People have no right to be happy.
GROWLER: Why?
MAX: I’m not.
GROWLER: Why?
MAX: I lost my girl last weekend, 1 haven’t had any sleep in
four days, I lost $10 playing poker with rly landlady, and
1 just got four blue cards.
GROWLER: Oh.
MAX: Any other stupid questions?
GROWLER: You are too irritable for us to continue talking
until after you eat.
MAX: O.K., let’s go over to LARKS.
GROWLER: Wonderful thought, kind, sincere, and wise.
MAX: Yea, Yea.
MORAL: Happiness is a pace of burger, ard the best place
to fill that space is LARKS.
181 E. SANTA CLARA STREET

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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COLLEGE CORDS
THICKSET, comforatble,
durable, and washable.
flapbacks in natural
in olive and brown
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KLONDIKE COTTONS
A SMART Brawny Fabric.
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washable
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HAPPINESS IS A STATE OF MIND?

QUALITY

’Ot.1 (051

.

GROWLER: What say Max, how you doin’?
MAX: I’m not a well man.

u speak;

Jockey
Tsh,rts

,
’

5iy5

STYLE

-he olso

,

(66-49i
Nlatlow
SJS
Mich, St.
Illinois
Stanford
Penn St.
USC
Wisconsin
Iowa St.
ND
Oregon
Wash. St.
Colts

41,110Owl,

his long gainers. The L.A. Rams draftee set a
new Bengal record when he rambled 226 yards
last year against San Jose State.

Bass at Full Strength; Colts-49ers
Nine Play Final Game Clash Sunday

(Continued From Page 1)
Stanford, 84-38; Wyoming, 28-7,
and Iowa state, 85-0.
Taking their two common opponents, Fresno State and Hawaii,
the odds seem a little out of line,
but many cite the tremendous
down-the -stretch drive the Tigers
are putting on as the reason why
they are labeled favorites tonight.
B,ass and Co. will try and start
where they left off last year and
Coach Bob Titchenal will have
his nten ready to try and thwart
such a move,

(7.5-40)
Williams
SJS
Mich. St.
North.
1 Cal
’ Penn S1.
1st’

SELECTION

ThOrTIOS
hIlwrt

Spartan Grid Picks

Versatile Britches

. at this piece
imotor Sarni
louse of

WPARTAN DAILY-8

Spartan Sports

Theta Chi anuezeil die 1iitrafraternity Football League
crown yesterday with a 14-0 win over Delta Sigma Phi while
..;ignia Alpha Epsilon edged Alpha Tau Omega 7-6 for undisputed second place.
The Theta Chi defense which has allowed only one touchwas as strong as ever Ifs it stopped all DSP
down this season
offensive threats. Bud .Thompson ran the TC. offense and hit Bob
Garratt and Jim Dorman with
scoring aerials for the winning and SAE had a narrow 7-6 win.
In other IFC games this week
margin.
Delta Upsilon downed Sigma Nu
In the SAE-ATO game, Roger
Weiland, the league’s top passer, 12-0 and Phi Sigma Kappa won by
capped a 60 yard scoring drive forfeit over Theta Xi on Wednespass day.
with a ten yard touchdown
the all imYesterday, Pi Kappa Alpha topto Bret Stauffer. For
portant extra point Weiland hit ped Sigma Phi Epsilon 12-2 on
Tom Higgins for the tally and the John Deaver’s pin point passing
eventual winning point. The Tau’s and Sigma Chi edged Lambda Chi
came right back In the second half Alpha 12-7.
when Mickey Filing ran a punt
back 40 yards for a score. In an
effort to tie the contest, Keith
Antes threw wide to his receiver
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The best tobacco makes the best smoke!
RE,I.thl,

T.barse CO.,
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Department News
114)14E reONOMICS
, cadets still soon begin soli hours
Sen. irig as chairman of regist iaof flight training at Dekko HillCon, Mrs. Margaret Warhurst,
s few Airport, 1.8. (al. Emery
sistant professor of home econo- Cook. department head, announcmics, recently took part in the Pa- ed yesterday.
cific Regional Conference on Home
The cadets will receive these
Economics Education, held in the
lessons which should enable them
Cosmopolitan Hotel, Denver, Colo.
to qualify for a pilot’s license,
The meet was sponsored by the he said. Cost of the project will
U.S. Department of Health, Educabe met by the U.S. Air Force,
tion and Welfare.
he added.
Members of the Cadet Fund
Phi Upsilon, home economics honorary, will hold its fall initiation
are planning a tither for Dec.
Saturday at 9:30 a.m. in 1114 prior
4, which mill be held in the Woto a luncheon honoring the new men’s Gym, Col. Cook said.
members.
ifisTony
Ella Van Groningen, a home ecoDr. Edgar E. Hornig, associate
nomics graduate student at S.’S professor of history, was honored
from the Netherlands. will be guest for his service to Phi Alpha Theta,
speaker. Her topic will be "Home national history honorary, at a
I meeting of the fraternity last
Economics In the Netherlands."
Following the initiation, lunch- night. Dr. Hornig was formerly adeon is scheduled to be at the Gar- viser for the organization. Dr. Doden City Hof Bratt, 51 S. Market nald E. Walters. assistant professor
St.
of history, is now adviser for the
ENGLISH
Nearly 1200 students are taking
remedial courses In English this
semester, according to Dr. Harold
Millet., department head. This is
the largest number of students taking remedial courses in the department. Classes have been divided into 43 sections.
AIR SCIENCE
Thi
tmit

:lir

science

Sahara Oil Co.
BEST GAS PRICES
IN SAN JOSE
AT
SECOND & WILLIAM

BAKMAS
THE HOUSE OF FLOWERS

group.

OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY

Newman Practice

BOUQUETS
CORSAGES
I 0th & Santa Clara
CY2-0462

Practice for Newman Club’s intermural basketball team will be
Sunday at 9:30 a.m. in the Wornen’s Gym.
A Newman volleyball tournament is still in proaress. Teams
of Father John Duryea and Jim
McCoy are undefeated.

iitedePne Arug
ANTHONY D. CAMPAGNA, JR.
PROFESSIONAL PHARMACISTS
OPEN TIL MIDNIGHT
PHONE CYpre,s 3-75C0
SECOND AND SANTA CLARA STS.

Bicycle Ban Reception ’Wonderful’
Since its incept
last
April. the ban on riding or
parking bicycles on campus
has proven very successful.
-"lite students have shown
wonderful cooperation on
this rule," said Ralph Bohn
yesterday. Mr. Bohn, associate
professor of industrial arts, is
chairmari of the Campus Safety
Committee.
It was on the recommendation

Canterbury Club
To Hear Chaplain

READY TO SOAR-Orbit, a young beagle, has two-ounce radio
transmitter embedded in body, connected to heart. Riding in satellite Orbit’s transmitter is expected to send data on effect of
space on animal. Announcement was made at meeting of American scientists in Washington, D.C.

The Canterbury Club, organization for Episcopal students, will
meet Sunday evening to hear Dr.
Shunji Nishi, chaplain at University of California, speak on "The
Eucharist and I."
The dinner meeting is slated to
begin at 6 p.m. in the Christian
Center, Fifth and Sun Fernando
Sts. Dr. Nishi will speak at 7:15.

Activities Asst. Will Attend
’ucational Meetings
WO

Occupational Therapy club membet’s are holding a party for a
Lions Club-sponsored adult -blind
I yrri C.11% itt.
group tonight from 7:30 to 10 at
the San Jose Lions Club Hall. OT ant actix ilies ads i-er. leaves
members will Imeet at 7:30 p.m. today for .two educational
In front of the college music build- program meetings in the East.
ing. Transportation to the party
Miss Gals in still he in
will be provided, according to Car- ’
Kansas ’City. Mo.. Saturday
ol Coffey, club president.
and Sunday at a meeting with
PSYCHOLOGX
A special limited registration the national president and adviser
course in neurophysiology will be of the Intercollegiate Association
offered in the spring for seniors of Women Students. Miss Galvin is
and graduates. The course. Anat. executive secretary of IAVVS.
The meeting will he to plan the
,tmy-Physiology 255, will be taught
by Dr. C. E. Smith, associate pro- year’s program for the national asfessor of physiology. Students are sociation. Suggestions will be given
required to have a knowledge of to the AWS’ four regions.
She will attend a meeting of
elementary biology and physiology
for the course.

250 Racks on Periphery

Beeps. Not Barks

Spartaguide
TODAY
Roger Williams Fellowship, mee’ing
Grace Baptist Ch..0-ch. 10th and San Fernando Sts., time not announced.
Society of Chemical Engineers
trip to Leslie Salt Co., meet in Ei2;
1:20 p.m.
SUNDAY
Roger Williams Fellowship, dinner, 5:47
p.m.: meeting. 6:30 p.m.. Grace Baptist
Church. 10th and San Fernando Sts.
Wesley Foundation, dinner, 6 p.m.:
meeting 7 p.m. Top:c -The Atti... and
CDmrnDni,-ation., MONDAY
Campus Photo Club, tse&i.,3 and elec. 53 7:30 p.m.
Freshman Class, meeting, LII8, 3.30
,

Junior Prom
326. 3:30 p.m.

Cl1140

WESTMINSTER

PEERLESS HANDCUFFS
THUMBCUFFS
FLASH MAGNIFIERS

RAINWEAR
BELTS AND BUCKLES

St. Paul’s
Methodist Church

FIFTH and SANTA CLARA STS.

TENTH and SAN SALVADOR
STS.
9:30 am.College Cturch
School Class

Welcomes you to

MORNING WORSHIP
9:30 and II a.m.
"On Giving Thanks to God"

CANTERBURY
ASSOCIATION
Christian Center
92 SOUTH FIF1H STREET
Holy Communion
a.m.
Every Thursday
Cf (I,e Hours: 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Barbara E. Arnold

John M. Foster, Assoc. Minister

(tailored for students)

Two Blocks from Campus

meet studee
friends hare ...

TRI-C
"A Group with YOU in mind"
EVERY SUNDAY
9:30 A.M. Leadership Seminar
5:45 P.M. Fellowship Time
Fall Semester: World Ethics and Christ.ar..,
The Pink Building
3rd and San Antonio

speakers
discussion groups
social activities

Episcopal Church

G. Winfield Blount, Minister
Charles Tyler, Minister
to Students

LUCKY STRIKE presents

DxFitood:

Artist To Speak

O. FROOD’S MORAL OF THE MONTH

"The Artist and Communication"
will be the topic of Thomas Elsner,
assistant professor of art, when
Ire addresses the Wesley Foundation, 205 E. Santa Clara St.. Sunday evening at 7. Dinner for 40
io-nis will be served at 6 p.m.

Brevity is the soul of wit. Which is why the sight of a girl
in a Bikini invariably brings a smile to a man’s face.

SHOES

CLUBS

Dear Dr. Frood: Do you think next

CAPS

POLICE WHISTLES

year’s dresses sill cover the knees?
Clothes-Conscious

401 EAST SANTA CLARA STREET
(3 blocks from school)

CLASSIFIEDS
Classified Rates:
25e a line first insertion
20c a line succeeding insertions
2 line minimum.

To Place an Ad:
Call at Student Affairs Office,
Room 16, Tower Hall,
No Phone Orders
Apartments for Root
Furn. apt. 452 S. 4th, San Jose. CV 4.
5085 or AL 2-3420-3 students.
hem 2-bdrm. apt. water & garbage pd.
453 S. 9th. CV 4.1410 or AN 6-8726.

Transportation Wanted

2 or 3 girls desire ride to Sn Valley.
Share expenses. Leave Dec. 26, Phone
CH
3-9550 after 5 p.m.
fare Reefed.
Ride to L.A. Thanksgiving, call Jean Sed
7.9757
Need I girl to share apt. 502 S. 4th. w -4
Apartment 12.
Ashes for Rale
Young Vet would like another to share
exclusive apt. Moderate rent. CL 8.1427
’69 MGA roadster, $2350. White, blasi
after 10 p.m.
interior, heater, wire when’s, badge bar
2-3 girls to share apt. or five gir’s or .--nneau. CV 5-2492.
fe ows to rent, $25 a month, 453 S.
CV 7-8542.
Miscellaneous for Sale
Wasted

Station Wagon,

pay to $500. Repairs
needed O.K. Call eves. CV 1.2078.

Irealfast-dish washer

and hasher for
1230 ivnrh and dinner. CV S 7366.
Lest sod Posed

2 Poodles: I

white male: I cinnamon fe
-tale. On 5, 5th St. Reward, CV 3-6180.
Set of keys at Market and Bassett S’s.
Please corne to rm. 16 TH and identify.

Interviews

23 -ft. Nashua house trailer with bath
CV 5-0395 aftr 5 p.m.
Sprint 1)16, Italian 10.spead. fully equip
ertra tires. 3 MOS. old, $115. 283 E. Reed
Apt. 3 after 6.
Trailer for sale. All steel. 3.yrs. old, new
tires, brake light, 4 ft. by 8 ft.6 in. Load
ing planks. $150 or best offer. CV 2
7433, ask for George
Redwood 2"a2"e4’ fence material
Rounds. 31/2( an inch, Firewood, CV 2.
3871 after 3 p.m.
brand new tenor bez. $100 equity: lain
over small bank payments. Ron, CV) - 145(1

-MEM
Or. Frood, Ph.T.T.

Dear Dr. Frood: I read a great deal so I
never have time for girls. Am I missing
Literate
anything?

German.
OA.

40,

4,

Dear Dr. Frood: The guy nex to me
copys frum my paper. What shood I do?

Binders

Drawing Sets Slide Rules
All at Discount Prices

101

401

’OP

Dear Dr. Frood: When I refuse to go
out with unattractive girls, my friends
say, "Beauty is only skin-deep." What
FM 9.
do you say?

Open Thursday Night
223 So. First Street

Dear Shy: She would seem to be the
logical choke.

ON QUERIES

Years of experience have taught
never to ask a girl these questions.

Dear Awed: No. Ask him
used Lucky.

Shouldn’t we skip the garlic?
;that happened to the fraternity pin?
Wow! Is that your roommate?
IM you nand turning out that light?
You mean that isn’t a beanie?
Flow come you newer wear shorts?
Silty don’t uu smoke your Own Luckiel ’

for an un-

Truthfil

MARCHICK’S
ARMY -NAVY
Briefcases

Shy

BEST LEFT UNQUERIED

Dear Dr. Frood: I admire my roommate
very much, so I try to be like him. He
smokes Luckies. Do you think I should
smoke the same cigarette he does?
Awed

41
4

Dear Dr. Frood: Do you think a boy
should kiss a girl on their first date?

DR. FROOD

CO,

4.3.:11-P-’71t;’0.:---r:.Akr,

Dear Truthfll: Warn him. Quick!

Ukes

to,

40,

’el

Pharmacrautical Corp., P.,.
New Jersey, graclua.;-g

Bongos

Dear Clothes-Conscious: They’d better
cover more than that.

Dear Literate: Only a few marbles.
10w

Help Wanted--Pesade
Jennings Radio Manufacturing Corp.,
EARN XMAS MONEY-Part or full time San Jose. graduating seniors, mechani
N. need 7 personable young women to cal, electrical, rhomi,-.al eng’nee-ri and
nrk in our circulation dept. -day or
-,e., hrs. arranged, we train. Apply in MONDAY
rexson 3 to 6-7 to 9 p.m. or Sat. II to
U.S.eGenefel Accounting Office, San
2 a m. 1261 Lincoln, No, 107,
Francisco. graduating
,
-,
Special NefIces
ing.
Licensed day cars, 2.5 yrs. Near East Grossman Union High School, grad .nt
William, Kay s Nursery, CV 4-8076.
ing seniors, women’s P.F... Erg
and

2nd and San Antonio

SUNDAY SERVICES
8:30 and 11:00 MORNING WORSHIP
7:00 EVENING SERVICE
Dr. Clarence Sands - Minister
"A Cordial Invitation for Every Sunday"

HOLSTERS

S&D Uniform Co.

Edwin M. Sweet, Minister
Metzger, Minister of Visitation

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH

BADGES

(Charge Accounts Welcomed)

Carl

JOHN KNOX
FELLOWSHIP

CH227,

NOTE: Unless otherwise noted, interviews are held from 9:15 a.m. to 4:15
p.m. in the Placement Office, Adm234. Students are requested to sign
up in advance of interviews.
TODAY
Owens-Illinois Glass Co., San Jose
:trial and me
eng.neerirg
business adrnin s
- Ind ar
Litton Induories :an Carl :
i ate

"Thy Kingdom Come"
7:15 p.m. Vesper Service

Rev. DONALD A. GETTY, Minister

9:45 a.m. Perspective
6:00 p.m. Knox Club

Services at Trinity, 81 N. 2nd
8.00 a.m. Ho’y Communion
9:25 and 1100 a.m.
Morning Prayer
W. B. Murdock, Rector
Warmn C.’t
1,- A .

MORNING WORSHIP
11:00 a.m.
The Lord’s Prayer Series,

Reverend Getty, Minister

Sunday Services
11 a.m.; 7 p.m.

The group will discuss the role
of the graduate student and study
the student evaluation of teachers.
-

3.30 p.m.

Complete Line of Police Uni:orms
and Accessories

First Methodist
Church

The Alameda at Shasta
CY 2-1888

pm.
meeting, S.

meting.

Methodism’s Ministry at SE

PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH

Some 15 col lege presidents,
deans, profes.sors and student representatives will be at the meeting. Miss Galvin represents women
students.

710

Committee,

Sophomore Class,

the t’ lllll mission on Iiii ( ollege
Student In Washington, D.C. on
Nov. 23 and 24. The meeting Is
sponsored by the A no r lean
Council on Education.

Enforcement of the
of this committee and the Student
ban
Parking Committee that the Stu- Ralph Gough, campus
security (A.
dent Council adopted the bicycle (ker. and his men. There
no serious violations hehave been
ban.
said, al.
though new students,
Earlier this year, before the ban,
unaware of
the
ban
must
often be reminded
bicycles, although they eased the
The Campus Safety
auto parking program, began to
Cot-mitt,
Delivery is composed of 13 faculty
cause other problems.
membeis
truck entrances were blocked, con- and one student representati,e.
gestion in pedestrian areas increas- Marty Sleeper, SJS junior, Is
stu,
ed, and some accidents resulted dent member this year.
Mr. Bohn cautioned
from students riding on campus.
students to
use the racks, and to lock
their bi
"Today, racks on the periphery
cycles when leaving them,
of the rumpus hold approximately 250 bicycles," said John Amos,
superintendent of building and
PATRONIZE
grounds. As new campus buildOUR ADVERTISERS
ings open, more racks will be
added, Mr. Amos said.

COLLEGE STUDENTS SMOKE
MORE LUCKIES THAN
ANY OTHER REGULAR!
When it comes to choosing their regular smoke,
college students head right for fine tobacco.
Result: Lucky Strike tops every other regular
sold. Lucky’s taste beats all the rest because
LS./M.F.T.-Lucky Strike means fine tobacco.

TOBACCO AND TASTE TOO FINE TO FILTER!

Dear Fussy: That’s deep enough.
Oar re.

ri
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